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SECURE CONTENT COLLABORATION AND MULTI-CLOUD  
DATA MANAGEMENT 

The Enterprise File Fabric™ integrates file and object data into 
one single platform through a unified file system that can work 
with existing on-premises data storage assets such as   SMB, 
Windows Filers, NAS/SAN, on-premises object storage and on-
cloud storage assets such as Amazon S3/FsX and Azure / Azure 
Files.  

The File Fabric is able to make access to storage for end users 
easier, quicker, more productive and more secure. 

End users, whether local or remote, are able to securely access 
the File Fabric’s unified file system using existing company 
identity management systems and encrypted web scale 
protocols that bridge desktop and cloud, providing familiar 
workflow access to end users. 

Fi les and Folders, dependent on policy settings 
implemented,   can be shared securely with authenticated 
users inclusive of two factor authentication prior to access. ‘Drop 
Folder’ URL links can also be shared in which parties can receive 
and/or share data securely. 

The solution’s unique File Transfer acceleration technology M-
Stream®, speeds up the transfer of files from desktop to 
storage, storage to desktop or even storage-to-storage, 
enhancing user productivity and providing immediate  ROI for 
remote workers stuck on consumer broadband. 

Cloud-like economics are provided across a company’s entire 
storage portfolio, unlocking the benefits and cost- efficiency of 
data assets whilst providing strict policy and security controls 
to help mitigate concerns such as ransomware attacks. using the 
built in Ransomware protection and recovery features.   

SOLUTION BRIEF 

THE ENTERPRISE FILE FABRIC™ Data Management Solution 

          

KEY SOLUTION BENEFITS 

✓ On-Premises and On-Cloud hybrid 
Data Management  

✓ Storage agnostic and non-
proprietary with bi-modal access  

✓ 60+ connectors  

✓ Federated Identity support to 
facilitate SSO (LDAP, AD, SAML)  

✓FIPS Certified encryption  

✓ Unified Data Governance and 
Compliance (GPDR, HIPPA, FINRA, 
CCPA)  

✓ Ransomware protection (Active 
Archive) and Recovery 

✓ Content Discovery (inc. PII / PHI 
Data Detection) 

✓ Unified File Content Search 

✓File Transfer Acceleration (Up to 
10x)  using M-Stream feature  

✓ Multi Channel (Web, Desktop, 
Mobile)  

✓ Unified Content Collaboration  

✓ Meta-data indexing and Data 
Cataloguing  

✓ Ultra secure file sharing and file 
transfer
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UNIFIED CONTENT GOVERNANCE AND COMPLIANCE 

Regulatory/Security concerns are driving privacy solutions. CISO’s and CIO’s are increasingly ‘on 
the hook’ for data compliance, data breaches, and ransomware attacks, particularly as remote 
work rises.They are therefore focused on solutions that solve this problem.  

The File Fabric is a solution that crosses old (NAS, SAN, Filers) and new world (Cloud, Object 
Storage) boundaries. 

The Enterprise File Fabric unifies hybrid data silos by creating a metadata catalogue of files 
and objects. This metadata is used to build a global file management system and enforce 
compliance with current and incoming legislation and provide enhanced cybersecurity against 
data challenges such as PHI / PII exposure and ransomware attacks, while also accelerating 
end user and system workflows. 

UNIFIED NAMESPACE, 'SINGLE PANE OF GLASS’ ACCESS 

In the past companies used one single solution for data storage. Today data is spread across 
on-premises and multiple cloud storage services. This multi-cloud data adoption makes it 
difficult for companies to managed data, maintain/create unified data policies, manage costs, 
maintain security, ensure compliance, or even create a single view of all data assets.  

The File Fabric provides a single view of data for easy management and search across data 
sets, as well as being able to honour rules set as to where data should reside, greatly 
increasing employee productivity. 

It enables on-site data to be used just as easily as data from services such as DropBox, Google 
Drive, Office 365 etc, which it can also easily connect to. Additionally, the File Fabric can plug 
into new Enterprise AI services such as Google Vision, Amazon Rekognition and IBM Watson 
which can add more intelligence to existing data, making the data ‘work’ for a company. Lastly 
the File Fabric integrates directly into  best of breed productivity applications such as Microsoft 
Teams and Slack.
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MULTI-CLOUD CONTENT COLLABORATION 

The File Fabric enables smart content collaboration through its hybrid Integration of clouds that 
host digital content. The File Fabric is able to do this on the cloud, on premises, or both. 

The File Fabric’s content intelligence, provided by indexing of data content and metadata 
coupled with data automation rules, is the foundation for providing internal and external secure 
digital content collaboration between teams and companies. 

Companies may well be using Windows Filers, other file productivity applications such as 
Google Drive, Office 365, DropBox etc, as well as other storage based repositories such as 
SharePoint, FTP, NAS / SAN, or increasingly, Object Storage. These often operate 
independently as silos increasing complexity reducing productivity leading in best case 
scenarios, to wasted time, and in worst case, the inability to locate critical information, or 
using out of date information.  

The File Fabric provides centralised control to enable a cohesive approach to working with 
disparate content repositories enabling workflows to be streamlined and productivity to be 
increased. 

Fabric Services: ACLs, Sharing, Policies, Transfer acceleration, 
Content Search, Encryption, Ransomware Protection

Fabric Connector Interfaces (60+ Supported)

Ingest: Metadata Indexing, Discovery, Antivirus, Streaming
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WORKING WITH MEDIA ASSETS AND LARGE FILE TRANSFER ACCELERATION 

One of the common problem for companies who embrace a ‘cloud first’ or ‘hybrid cloud’ strategy 
is speed, particularly as more and more workers are either hybrid or remote and content comes 
larger, which is definitely the case with media related content. The Fabric solves this problem by 
parallelising and accelerating data which results in faster, snappier access to content. 

Content transfer can be vastly accelerated from desktop to cloud, cloud to desktop or even cloud  
to cloud. 

The File Fabric M-Stream (multiple streams) feature targets three areas for large file acceleration: 

  High speed transfer from primary storage to archive storage and vice-versa. 
  
  High speed transfer from desktop to cloud and vice versa. 

  High speed transfer from Cloud-to-Cloud. 
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Without a doubt file are getting larger, particularly media assets. To this end the Enterprise File 
Fabric has specific media feature enhancements built in:  

✓ A single name space of dispersed media assets.  

✓ Easy creation of proxies (video thumbnails).  

✓ Metadata mining and cataloguing of media content (including media info in addition to integration 
with AI services such as Google Vision for intelligent media asset cataloguing).  

✓ FIPS encrypted delivery of media files.  

✓ Future Integration with MAM's like Avid for end-to-end media workflows.  

✓ HLS MXF Streaming capabilities 

ABOUT STORAGE MADE EASY® 

Storage Made Easy provide a software solution called the Enterprise 
File Fabric™ which is a secure multi-cloud Data Management 
solution that unifies file and object storage 

The File Fabric enables unified legislative compliance, cybersecurity / 
ransomware protections, and greater end user data productivity for 
storage silos.  

A companies existing data, encompassing file, block and object, is 
‘smart indexed’ and made more productive, safe and secure.  

No new data sources or streams are introduced. The File Fabric is 
totally non-proprietary with no lock-in.   

Storage Made Easy® is the trading name of Vehera LTD, a UK 
Limited Company with the company registration number of 
07079346.  

The company is backed by Moore Strategic Ventures, LLC, the private 
investment vehicle of Louis M. Bacon, in addition to entrepreneurs 
in the London market insurance industry, who have previously 
successfully sold their company to a listed peer. 

USA +1 415 477 1053  
UK +44 20 8212 7316      
EU +41 435 080 078 

sales@storagemadeeasy.com 
Free hosted and enterprise trials available from 

www.storagemadeeasy.com 

@SMEStorage 

/StorageMadeEasy 

/company/storage-made-easy


